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DESIG\ A]iD STRUCTURE O}. I.ABRICS

tTime :3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

lNote :- Graph paper should be supplied.l

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer ail questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define the term denting.

2. Draw a 4 end left'hand twill.

3. Name the draft required for honey comb and brightens honey comb weave.

4. State the functions of wadding picks in pique fabric.

5. List the different'rnethod of constructing crepe fabric. ;' (5 x 2 = 10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer a\ty five of the following questions. Each question ca:ries 6 marks.

1. Draw a regular fancy mat weave on 10 i 10.

2. Draw a warp cork and weft cork design with suitable base weave.

3. Construct a 16 end brightens honey comb.

4. Mark the design and diagram gf a course cut pique on 2 back pick and

4 face pick.

5. Draw the thread diagram and design of double width cloth.

6. Write the principlc of constructing seer-sucker fabric.

7. Mark a 3 x 3 mock leno, draft, peg plan and denting plan. (5 x6=30)
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PAKI'- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fiill question from each unit. Each fi.rll question carries 15 marks.)

Usrr - I

n (a) Draw a vertical zig zag design using 8 x 8 base weaves.

(b) Draw the end and end combined twiil using 215 and 314 base nvills.

On

(a) Draw the combined twill repeating on24 x l?.-by using suitable base twill.

(b) Draw a warp cork and weft cork screw weave with suitable base twill.

Urrr - II

Draw a honey comb weave repeating on 10 x l0 draft, peg plan, tie up
and treadling plan.

Mark the thread diagram and design of 5 pick terry pile.

On

Draw a double sided 3 pick terry pile design and thread diagram and show
the pile fonnation.

Draw a 2 picks 2 a wire true warp pile design and thread diagram.

Uxrr - III

(a) Draw a twill faced bed ford cord design using 2 up 1 down base twill.

(bj Draw the thread diagram and design of a waded bei ford code with two
wadding end per rib.

On

(a) Construct a double cloth and tubular cloth with designs.

(b) Draw an extra warp figured design usirrg a motif repeating on 8 x 8 ends.

Uxn - IV

(a) Mark a 4 x 4 mock leno design, draft, peg plan, tie up and denting plan.

(b) Draw the structure of a simple gauze fabric.

Marks
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On

Describe the formation of closed shed and open shed using bottom
doup heald.

Illustrate the various method of producing crepe design.
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